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*You are listening to the updated in 2021 version of the podcast

Привет! And welcome to episode 28 of Russian Made Easy. Let's start by 
repeating these two words.

дал....дала

What do they mean? Well, here's the set up. You're watching a soap opera with 
some friends. Unable to wait for a commercial, you go to use the bathroom and 
call out to your friends, "What just happened?" Well, it turns out that the 
character Vadim gave some pig fat to John, so your friend says:
Вадим дал Джону сало.

Repeat that phrase after the speaker. Try to envision Vadim handing a slab of 
white fat to John.



Вадим дал Джону сало.

Now, you're still in the bathroom, and you hear your friend call out, "Oh my gosh!
You just missed it!" It turns out that Svetlana just gave a telephone to Steve. So 
your friend tells you...
Светлана дала Стиву телефон.

Again, repeat that phrase after the speaker. Try to envision Svetlana handing a 
telephone to Steve.
Светлана дала Стиву телефон.

So, the Russian words дал and дала are two past tense forms of the verb "to 
give", as in:
Vadim gave John the salo. Or, Svetlana gave Steve a telephone.

But did you notice how the recipient's name changed? That is, John is the one 
who received the salo, and his name changed to John-u. Listen again, paying 
attention to his name:

Вадим дал Джону сало.
Джону

And in the second one, Steve was the one who received the telephone, and so 
his name changed to Steve-u. Listen closely...

Светлана дала Стиву телефон.
Стиву

So, when a guy is the recipient of something in Russian, his name adds an "uu" 
sound at the end. It changes the meaning of the name. So, Johnu means, "To 
John." And Steve-u means, "To Steve." In essence, that u sound on the end of 
masculine names is acting as a recipient marker.
It tells Russian speakers: He's the person who got it...who got the 
thing...whether it was a letter, an email, a phone call.

So try saying:I gave a pen to Mark.
Я дал ручку Марку.

And how would a woman say that? Remember, she needs the femine version of
the verb:
Я дала ручку Марку.



And let me talk again about word order in Russian. This phrasing: Я дал ручку 
Марку....
...emphasizes that I gave the pen to Mark, and not to someone else. But if the 
speaker says it in this word order...

Я дал Марку ручку.

...he's emphasizing that it was a PEN that he gave Mark, and not something 
else. So, the meaning is the same, but the emphasis is different.

Do you remember how to say: I like pizza.
Literally we phrase it:To me is pleasing pizza.
Мне нравится пицца.

Well, we can use that word mne in our new construction. Because mne literally 
means, "TO me."
So try saying:Olga gave the computer to me.
Ольга дала компьютер мне.

Again, though, that's emphasizing that she gave the computer to me, and not to 
someone else. But it's more likely we'd emphasize that she gave us a computer,
and not some other gift. So try saying ...

Olga gave to me a computer.
Ольга дала мне компьютер.

Now, do you remember how to ask a friend:Do you like cola?
Тебе нравится кола?
тебе

Well, we can use that word tebe in our new construction because tebe literally 
means, "To you."
So try asking:

Pavel gave you a car?
Lit: Pavel gave to you a car?
Павел дал тебе машину?

How would you ask your friend's grandmother, respectfully:Do you like caviar?
Вам нравится икра?
вам



What does вам literally mean? VAM means "To you". So how would you ask 
your boss:

He gave you a computer?
Lit: He gave to you a computer?
Он дал Вам компьютер?

Are you seeing, by the way, how important it was for us to have learned the 
super-literal version of every word and phrase? It really helps us to think in 
Russian. 

Anyway, perhaps you're wondering...Okay, but how do I say:
I gave the cat to Olga.

What's the ending we use for female recipients? Well, great question and I'm 
glad you asked. See if you can pick it out.

Я дал кошку Ольге.

So, female names usually get a "yeh" sound when they're the recipient. 
Ольга...Ольге
So try saying...

Dad gave Mom a souvenir.
Папа дал Маме сувенир.

Мама...маме

How about:I gave to Dasha your computer.
Я дал Даше твой компьютер.
Даша ..Даше
Dasha becomes Dash-yeh.

Time for today's tip.
V.O. And now, here's your Tip of the Day from Russian Made Easy...
Remember, we do these tips because it's a way of not thinking about the stuff 
you just learned. That's the tip I explained in the very first podcast of this series, 
as a way of quickly developing your long term memory. 

And speaking about this series... As I've mentioned, we finally have a new 
course under the Russian Made Easy name, called Russian Made Easy plus 
--Mastering the Fundamentals of Russian Conversation. It's an audio course, 



following the same style as RME. But it comes with a bunch more stuff, including
fluency drills, immersion audios and a Media Center. But it's not a 
comprehensive course. For that you need video, which is why I really hope you'll
join Russian Accelerator. But if you're only able to commit to an audio course, 
then please head over to RussianMadeEasy dot com  and look in the sidebar, or
just send me an email: mark@russianmadeeasy.com  Subject: New course info

Because look how much you accomplished here RME. In just thirty episodes 
you've learned all six verb conjugations (the sixth one is coming in the next 
episode) and all six grammatical cases. You know how to use them, and how 
they change the meaning of words. That's the killer part. Those two things -- 
verb conjugations and case endings -- make up the bulk of Russian grammar, 
and you have them pretty solid by now. That's a heck of an accomplishment. 

So what's the tip? Well, it's simple: Keep it up! Hopefully your next steps will be 
Russian Accelerator, and Russian Made Easy plus, but no matter what you 
decide, if you keep practicing the way I've shown you, you really can become a 
fluent, conversational Russian speaker.

Alright! Back to it.  Try asking your friend:
Who gave you a car?
We use the masculine form of the verb when asking "who".
Кто дал тебе машину?

My dad gave me a car.
Мой папа дал мне машину.

Let's learn one more new word for today. Repeat after the speaker:

подарок

How would you translate it?The thing you buy for someone on their birthday or 
for Christmas is a podarok. Usually, you put the podarok in a box, wrap it with 
colorful paper and put a bow on it. "Here," you tell them. "I got you this podarok. 
Go ahead and open it."

So, a подарок is a gift or a present.

Try saying:I bought mom a gift.
Literally: I bought FOR Mom a gift.
Я купил маме подарок.
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Right? We have to say "mam-yeh". She was the recipient of the gift.

And how would a woman say that, by the way? 
I bought for mom a present.
Я купилa маме подарок.

Imagine a bratty kid on his birthday, saying...
Where's my present?
Где мой подарок?

Let's do some review, now, of recent vocab. How would you ask your two 
friends:
Where were you?
Где Вы были?

Remember, we use Вы when addressing two or more people, even if they're our
friends.

We were in a store.
Мы были в магазине.

What did you guys buy?
Что Вы купили?

I bought mom a telephone.
Lit: I bought for mom -- or to mom -- a telephone. She is the recipient.
Я купила маме телефон.

Whereas Vlad bought Tanya a present.
А Влад купил Тане подарок.

Ask: What did he buy?
Что он купил?

Say: He bought milk and pig fat.
Он купил молоко и сало.

Say: Mmm...a tasty gift!
Ммм....вкусный подарок!

Try saying:He said Hi to me, and that's all.
We'll use the following word order:He said to me hi...and that's all.



Он сказал мне "Привет".....и всё.

Ask your guy friend:You bought Alina a cat?
Again, remember, Alina is the recipient of the cat.
Ты купил Алине кошку?

She bought me a pen.
Она купила мне ручку.

Again, we're using the "to me" form...that is, мне, because we are the recipient 
of the pen.
Она купила мне ручку.

She didn't want to dance.
Она не хотела танцевать.

Imagine you're with some friends, ordering food for takeout. Say:I talked with 
Anton.
Я говорил с Антоном.
Я говорила с Антоном.

He said that he wants coffee with milk.
Он сказал что он хочет кофе с молоком.

Ask a stranger on the street:You wouldn't happen to know where the subway is?
Literally: You don't know where the metro is?
Вы не знаете где метро?

We live in the center.
Мы живём в центре.

How will the person tell you:You speak Russian well.
Вы хорошо говорите по-русски.

That's it for today's podcast. Next time we'll learn the sixth and final verb 
conjugation. Can you guess which one we're missing? Keep practicing and I'll 
see you next time!
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